Homemade Vessel

State assigns new HIN using Current Format (where 9th character is month denoted by corresponding letter A-L, and characters 10-12 are year State HIN is issued) and provides to the customer one of 2 options:

OPTION 1
State provides new state assigned HIN to customer for customer to affix to vessel

OPTION 2
State provides HIN plate/decal for customer to affix to vessel

Customer submits a photo to the state of the HIN permanently affixed to the vessel to complete the registration process OR submits a signed affidavit swearing that the HIN is permanently affixed to the vessel's hull.

Complete!

Example of a State issued HIN for Homemade Vessels:
State of Georgia: GAZ
June 2019 Homemade Vessel = GAZ12345F919

For questions, please email the USCG
HINissue@uscg.mil